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B41_E6_9C_c81_284855.htm 26. (A) Hes angry with the

woman,(B) He feels sick.(C) He doesnt get along well with some

people.(D) He prefers to study alone. 27. (A) It provides reading

material for people waiting to get in.(B) He had to wait a long time

for a seat there.(C) He wasnt able to find a seat there.(D) The seats

used there are uncomfortable. 28. (A) Students still have time to

apply for a loan.(B) Students must wait until next month to submit

loan applications.(C) The woman should find out whether her loan

application was accepted.(D) The woman should ask for an

extension on the application deadline. 29. (A) The casserole usually

contains fewer vegetables.(B) She wishes she hadnt ordered the

casserole(C) The cafeteria usually uses canned vegetables.(D) She

doesnt usually eat in the cafeteria, 30. (A) Stay in the dormitory.(B)

Find out the cost of living in the dormitory.(C) Ask for a reduction

in her rent.(D) Move into an apartment with a roommate. 31. (A)

Theyre classmates.(B) Theyre roommates.(C) Theyre cousins.(D)

Theyre lab partners. 32.(A) He couldnt decide on a topic for his

paper.(B) He thought his paper was late.(C) He hadnt heard from

his family in a while.(D) He thought the woman had been ill. 33. (A)

To find their way back to the nest.(B) To locate plant fibers.(C) To

identify kinds of honey.(D) To identify relatives. 34. (A) Visit his

parents.(B) Write a paper.(C) Observe how bees build nests(D) Plan

a family reunion. 35. (A) An alternative use of fuel oil.(B) A way to



make fuel oil less polluting.(C) A new method for locating

underground oil.(D) A new source of fuel oil 36. (A) She was doing

research for a paper on it,(B) She read a newspaper article about

it.(C) She was told about it by her roommate.(D) She heard about it

in class. 37. (A) To produce a gas containing carbon and

hydrogen.(B) To remove impurities from methanol.(C) To heat the

reactors(D) To prevent dangerous gases from forming 38.(A) It

hasnt been fully tested.(B) Its quite expensive.(C) It uses up scarce

minerals.(D) The gas it produces is harmful to the environment.
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